
Wedding	Pricing	
Clergy	Services	
Hannah	Hill	Clergy	Services	
Hannah	Hill	

*	This	price	is	subject	to	variation	depending	on	location	of	the	wedding.	There	is	no	additional	charge	for	weddings	
within	1	hour	of	Decatur,	GA.	1-2	hour	drives	please	add	$15	per	trip.	2-3	Hours	please	add	$25	per	trip.	

 
$550* for a Complete Wedding Package:  This includes a one hour consultation with the 
couple either in person or on the phone in order to develop their personalized ceremony and 
wedding ceremony script. It also includes my presence at the wedding rehearsal, blessing of 
the rehearsal dinner if wanted and 3 hours of availability the day of the wedding and signing 
& mailing of the marriage license. Geared for couples that want a minister involved from 
start to finish, which is available to answer all questions and be present throughout the 
rehearsal and wedding day.  
 
This option includes a sit down meeting where I come to you (if within an hour’s drive or do it 
on skype/google+). The sky is the limit for your options. We can talk about specific things you'd 
like said or even develop a theme. It will mean I'm available during the rehearsal and will guide 
the bride & groom in prayer or guided meditation. I will also be available the entire day of the 
wedding so if there are last minute changes or issues I'll be on hand to make those as well.  
 
$375* for Small Wedding Package: This includes a one hour consultation with the couple either 
in person or on the phone in order to develop their personalized ceremony, wedding ceremony 
script and 2 hours of availability the day of the wedding and signing & mailing the marriage 
license. This package does include, prayer or meditation the day of the wedding for bridge, 
groom or both. It can also include prayer or spiritual blessing over the reception as long as the 
reception occurs within the two hour of availability. This package does not include a rehearsal 
and can only be used if I am not required to be present at a rehearsal. 
 
If you opt for the Small Wedding Package I'll sit down with you (we can meet half way OR 
do it on skype/google+) and bring a lot more options to the table. In that, it will be 
completely personalized from start to finish. We can talk about specific things you'd like said 
or even develop a theme. It will also mean I'm available the day of the wedding so if there 
are last minute changes or issues I'll be on hand to make those as well.  
 
$235* for the Vegas Wedding Package: Includes a 30 minute phone consultation, wedding 
ceremony script, 1.5 hours of availability the day of the wedding and signing & mailing the 
marriage license. Tailored for those who merely want a minister to show up, tie the knot and 
peace out! 
 
Vegas package comes with a "neutral" script in which you pick and choose which things you 
may or may not want (with several options in each section like readings, what’s said when 
you exchange the rings etc). This way your ceremony is customizable to your belief system. 
Depending on what you pick the ceremony would be anywhere from 10-25 minutes. 
 
$150* for the Show Up. Marry Us. Bolt. Package: This package is only Good Sunday 
through Thursday (Friday and Saturday weddings must choose the Vegas). Includes me 
showing up where ever you are. Saying three sentences (required by law… I’ve got to hear 
consent of both parties). Sign the wedding certificate and peace out. Couple is required to 
mail their own license. Please note that if you want a script or need any elements that require 
prep time you MUST choose the Vegas Package. 


